The ultimate choice for your lifestyle

POLICY WORDING

Insurance designed to meet your needs
Your adviser has recommended Confidas
as the most suitable provider for your
insurance needs. Our products are specially
designed to meet the requirements of
discerning individuals like yourself, who
have valuable property and possessions
that demand high levels of cover. You’ll find
our range of cover takes care of many
important details other policies can
overlook. For instance, with Confidas you
can get cover for multiple homes and
vehicles, all in one straightforward plan.

Developed with your high standards of
living in mind, Confidas Portfolio Insurance
helps make getting the right cover easier.
To ensure you receive a highly personal
service with some of the best advice
possible, our policies are exclusively
available through advisers. Your adviser is
also ideally placed to help ensure your
cover continues to meet your changing
needs – and to recommend further,
appropriate solutions for your
circumstances.

Who we are
Confidas specialises in cover for people with high value homes and possessions.
You benefit from excellent levels of customer service, and an understanding team of
insurance specialists with many years’ of experience. And as Confidas is a trading style
of Smith Greenfield Services plc, an established provider of insurance products who is
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, you can have full confidence in our
knowledge and expertise.
Additional cover for your home & lifestyle needs
Our Portfolio Insurance offers cover for your home, travel
arrangements, motor vehicles and pets all in one convenient
plan. And the more cover you take, the more money you can
save. For instance we offer:

•	
Home cover: a choice of Lux to cover your homes
and Max for unlimited buildings insurance in most cases
•	
Travel cover: a choice of Lux or Max for business and
pleasure
•	
Motor insurance: that covers your vehicles, including
sports and classic cars, horse boxes, trailers and more
•	
Pet cover: for your dogs and cats with up to £8,000
for vet fees per pet
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More about…

More about…

Confidas Home Lux and Max

Confidas Travel Lux and Max

We offer two levels of cover for your home – Home Lux and
Home Max. Both include everything you need to give you
peace of mind. Home Lux offers the highest levels of cover
for your buildings, contents and possessions. While Home
Max offers lower overall levels for a reduced cost, yet in most
cases you still benefit from unlimited buildings insurance.

Whenever you’re away from home, it’s reassuring to know
you have the strength and resources of Confidas Travel
Lux or Max behind you. Designed to take care of medical
emergencies, delays, cancellations and more, you can rely
on a personal service to help put things right – fast.

Just some of the clever advantages of Confidas
Home Lux cover
•	One convenient plan – with one renewal date – for
your UK homes
•	You can include up to five properties that are let out
or used as holiday homes – in addition to your main
residence
•	Costs covered for alternative accommodation for up to
three years if you can’t live in your home following an
insured loss (limits apply)

Some of the superb advantages of
Confidas Home Max cover:
• Unlimited cover for your buildings – in most cases
•	Your possessions are covered for all risks, including
accidental loss and damage, anywhere in the world for
up to 60 consecutive days
• Up to £100,000 of legal expenses
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Some highly reassuring advantages of Confidas
Travel Lux cover:
• 	Worldwide annual cover for you and your family,
whether you are travelling together or apart
• Both pleasure and business trips are covered
• 	Up to £20M cover for emergency, overseas medical
expenses

Some confidence boosting advantages of
Confidas Travel Max cover:
• 	Worldwide annual cover for you and your family,
whether you are travelling together or apart
• Both pleasure and business trips are covered
• 	Up to £15M cover for emergency, overseas medical
expenses

>> Ask your adviser for a fast,
efficient quote. And find out how
you could save money when
you insure your home and
contents, travel arrangements,
motor vehicles and pets all in
one, convenient plan.

More about…

More about…

Confidas Motor

Confidas Pet

Having just one policy for your vehicles – including sports
and classic cars – can help make your life a little easier. That’s
why Confidas portfolio insurance is designed to cover various
modes of transport, including motorcycles, horseboxes and
trailers, all in just one convenient plan.

Confidas Pet cover gives you great peace of mind with up to
£8,000 towards your vet’s fees for each pet – and no limit on
the number of claims you can make.

Some pleasing advantages of Confidas
Motor cover:
•	The flexibility to cover your vehicles – including sports
or classic cars – under one policy
• Full market value paid if your vehicle is a write off
•	The freedom for you and your spouse to drive other cars
not owned by you, on a third party basis (with owner’s
permission)

Just some of the superb advantages of Confidas
Pet cover:
•	The flexibility to cover your cats and dogs under one policy
•	Claims can be paid directly to the vet so you don’t have to
worry about paperwork or finances
•	Up to £1,000 for complementary treatment such as
acupuncture, aromatherapy, homeopathy, physiotherapy,
osteopathy and hydrotherapy
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Convenient cover,
beautifully wrapped up
With your cover conveniently in one plan, you also benefit
from one renewal date for all your insurance. And to help
spread the cost, we offer the option to pay by interest free
Direct Debits (subject to eligibility and for over 18s only).

More about Confidas
Confidas is a trading style of Smith Greenfield plc, a company
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
For over 10 years we have been committed to creating
products and services that meet the needs of people with high
value homes – and their corresponding lifestyles.
All Confidas high quality insurance products are exclusively
available through reputable advisers. Our Portfolio Insurance
offers market leading, competitive products, accompanied
by the highest levels of service.
Portfolio Insurance from Confidas is underwritten by U K
Insurance Limited – Britain’s leading personal lines motor and
home underwriter, with approximately 16 million policies in
force and a gross written premium of over £1,800 Million. UK
Insurance holds an ‘A’ credit rating from Standard & Poor’s and
underwrites policies for many household name companies
including financial institutions, banks, retailers and motor
manufacturers*.
Our outstanding claims service includes an understanding team
who work tirelessly on your behalf towards a fast settlement.

*Source U K Insurance Limited 31 October 2014. Ranked number one by
total in-force policies in the motor and home markets combined, Financial
Research Survey (FRS) 6 months ending December 2013, 13,263 adults
interviewed for motor insurance and 13,107 for home insurance.
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For expert advice or to find out
more about Confidas insurance
products, please talk to your
insurance adviser.

www.confidas.co.uk
Confidas Portfolio Insurance policies are underwritten by U K Insurance Limited, Registered office: The Wharf, Neville Street, Leeds, LS1 4AZ. Registered
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